
why choose fairford tiles

NATURAL LOOKING TILES, CONSERVATION / TRADITIONAL RANGE

At Fairford Tiles, we manufacture a conservation roof tile "from our Traditional Range", a tile
that is as similar to natural stone in every characteristic as is humanly possible from its profiling
down to its colour, we individually hand make every tile thus giving every tile an independent
identity "no two tiles are the same", each and every tile has a subtle colour characteristic in
them giving then an even better natural stone look. At Fairford Tiles with our extensive
experience and knowledge of the aging process we can aim to make your roof look as old or as
new as you like, this will help it blend into the surrounding area giving it harmony with the
environment, we are the only company at present offering this unique service. Just take a look
at our roofs then look at our competitors you'll notice the difference, ours sit and look natural. 

RECONSTITUTED RANGE

These tiles are manufactured in a diminishing course effect to give the impression of a natural
stone roof, they are a cheaper alternative to our conservation tiles. They are a sand faced tile
designed to age and give the impression of a natural stone roof, a very good alternative where
conservation is not an issue and where price matters. 

INDIVIDUALLY HAND MADE

Every tile in all our ranges "Conservation and Reconstituted" including all the Ridge and Hip are
individually hand crafted by our own experienced craftsmen this process takes longer but
insures a quality product that a machined process could not, it also gives it an individuality and
uniqueness which can not be matched.
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COLOURS

With our Conservation Range we offer a service not matched by anyone else, we can offer you
a service where a customer brings us a tile sample which they want to match in age and colour,
we then try to match it as closely as possible, this may take longer but the end result is well
worth it, instead of having a roof that stands out like a sore thumb you can have a roof that
blends into the environment, "unlike our competitors who tell you this is what we have and you
have to choose from two or three choices".

COST

We are almost certain to be one of the cheapest on the market "this does not mean we cut
corners" we regularly do a price comparison with all our competitors, and aim to be cheaper, we
find this works both to the advantage of us in increased turnover and to you the customer in the
form of cheaper products, we do not employ any unnecessary staff such as sales reps or
unessential office workers "every part of our business is in house".
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